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After a year of remote working due to the
pandemic, we have had to get used to a new way
of working. This meant a new way of collaborating
with our colleagues. With businesses and
employees now seeing the benefits that come with
remote work, it's time to learn the lessons that
2020 taught us and take them through to 2021
with security in mind. 

When Covid first hit, businesses across the UK and
the world had to adapt quickly. Business continuity
was the priority, and the security of processes and
systems may have slipped. Organisations had to
accept some risks to allow their staff to work from
home, issuing laptops quickly and without the usual
protections and precautions, changes to VPNs,
rushing through a move to the cloud, etc. While
these sacrifices were necessary for March 2020, by
now, businesses should be in the position of
ensuring their systems are secure.
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Remote workers
caused security
breaches in 20% of
organisations

20%

Google blocked 18 million
daily malware and phishing
emails related to the
Coronavirus

18M

25%
of employees have noticed in an increase
in fraudulent emails, spam and phishing
attempts 

Re-evaluate remote working.
Remote working has obvious benefits, but it also increases your threat landscape,
giving bad actors more opportunity to attack your business. 

Without the security protections that office systems afford us – such as firewalls and
blacklisted IP addresses, we are far more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. So, now is the perfect
time to revisit your risk register to set a deadline for addressing them. 

Perhaps your organisation didn't have the resources to send every employee a company
laptop and phone, so you've had to ask staff to use their own. A BYOD (bring your own
device) policy presents a huge risk if there is no device security policy in place. When the
company is no longer in control of what networks an employee uses to access company
data, it leaves assets vulnerable. 

There are also physical access risks involved in remote working when you consider that not
all employees have a private and dedicated workspace. Confidential calls become less
confidential in shared spaces.

Suppose you plan on more employees working remotely in the future. In that case, looking
at how secure their home working environments are and updating your security
documentation will prepare your business for the long term.

Phishing emails have spiked
by over 600% in the last 12
months

500K

Half a million Zoom user
accounts were compromised
in April 2020.
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BE PREAPRED FOR
CYBER THREATS
Even though many businesses have worked from home for a year without incident, and
employees are as productive as ever, now is not the time to be complacent about security.
Cybercrime still poses a considerable threat to your company, and hackers are taking
advantage of hastily managed remote working setups. 
As phishing emails get increasingly sophisticated, it's not enough to tell staff to 'not click on
suspicious links'. In addition, you need to update your security awareness training. No longer
are scammers just targeting your team with emails; they also hone in on mobile devices -
looking to hack your two-factor authentication protocols. 

Criminals fake AI-generated video or audio
content, called 'Deepfakes', to convince
people into handing over data or money.
Such significant changes in the threat
landscape mean it is always a good idea to
revisit security awareness training to ensure
that you equip your staff with the latest
knowledge. 

Many attacks can be easily avoided by
following best practices in securing your
processes and data, and there are five basic
controls that ensure you are following best
practices.

The following five steps can be implemented quickly and start your business on the journey
to a much more cyber secure organisation. 

Secure your internet
with a firewall

Secure your device
and software settings

Make sure your devices and
software are up to date

Get protected from
viruses and malware

Control who can
access your data and
services 

5 cyber security protocols you can implement
today 
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If you serious about protecting your business, whether your
employees are working remotely, in the office or both, then
call, email or chat to us at the details below. 

NEXT
STEPS
If you're thinking about implementing remote working from now on, now's a great time to
plan how that architectural change will impact your business. Build security into your new
working culture right from the start. Without educating your staff on the correct protocols
with security awareness training, you may be paving the way for cybercriminals. But is
there was a way to ensure your business, including remote workers, is protected from 99%
of cyber attacks? Well, that's where Cyber Essentials can help. 

Cyber Essentials is a Government-backed scheme that helps protect businesses against
the most common cyber threats. Working towards Cyber Essentials certification is a
proactive cyber security approach that will ultimately protect your business against digital
attacks. It will also enable you to demonstrate trust that any information provided to you
by customers, suppliers and partners is secure and kept that way. SoConnect can help you
on your journey to this. Our team of IT experts will guide you through the process and
implement measures so you can have a company that is cyber secure.

Cyber Essentials is the UK government certification which
protects SMEs from 99% of cyber attacks. It’s the recommended
level of cybersecurity for all businesses. SoConnect will review
your Cyber Essentials application to guarantee success.

3- CyberSmart endpoint monitoring
Guarantee ongoing compliance with Cyber Essentials using
our CyberSmart endpoints on all your employee's devices.
CyberSmart fast-tracks the discovery and remediation of
issues, protecting your business from 99% of cyber attacks.

1- Contact Us

2- Cyber Essentials 
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WHAT'S
INCLUDED
?

Our cyber packages provide a wide range of top
of the line security products to ensure 100%
compliance with Cyber Essentials.

Guarantee ongoing compliance with Cyber Essentials using our
CyberSmart endpoints on all your employee's devices.
CyberSmart fast-tracks the discovery and remediation of issues,
protecting your firm from 99.3% of cyber attacks.

Keeper is the top-rated personal and business password
manager for protection from password-related data
breaches and cyberthreats.

WatchGuard's firewalls integrate next generation firewall and
deep learning technologies to help you identify, block, and
respond to known and unknown threats such as malware,
ransomware, cryptojacking, and more.

Bitdefender uses advanced Artificial Intelligence and other
revolutionary technologies to anticipate, detect, and instantly
block even the newest threats

Microsoft 365 Secure delivers extra value by combining
productivity, security and backup solutions that work
seamlessly together. It gives you all the benefits of the cloud –
accessible anywhere, collaborative, flexible, scalable, secure
and always up-to-date. 
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To find out more about cyber security and how we can
help your business on the way to Cyber Essentials
certification, get in touch with our team:
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